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Cleverly Crass Electro-Trash with a good splatter of Sex, Food, and Robots 5 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC:

Dance ELECTRONIC: Techno Peep Show Songs Details: The Animated Coochie Wonders,

affectionately referred to as The Coochies, were born when Horny Gibson (Captain Coochie), an daring

composer, and Drew Blumberg (Count Coochie), a authoritative violinist, came together in Boulder,

Colorado over their not-so-secret love of dance music, a need to laugh, and a vintage drum machine.

Over many late night sessions a real sound took shape, and the two were soon creating twisted rhythms

and sexually charged, cheeky lyrics, nearly too ridiculous to perform. As The Coochies grew they wanted

more. The Coochies wanted to dance, The Coochies wanted to sing, The Coochies wanted to get down

and dirty. With that they added a female vocal stylist, Adria Ryan, who could balance out their crazy

antics and whip their words into shape: thus Coochie Galore was born. The Coochies soon grew out of

their Colorado homes and moved to NYC, where they added the two final ingredients to the wonder that

is the coochie: A lead female vocalist, Laine Rettmer (Coochie Suprme), and graphic artist extraordinaire,

Oscar Henriquez (The Cockmaster) joined the group. The Coochies' style grew into something beyond

creating nasty beats and nastier lyrics. With video projections, created by The Cockmaster, and sexually

charged, highly stylized choreography, The Coochies began to find their own performance style. With that

they set out to write songs that could best be experienced with live multimedia performance, but also

mixed as fabulous dance tracks. Their debut EP, Peep Show, released in early 2005, includes five tracks

of crazy, sexy fun that entices people to do one of two things: dance or laugh, or both. Animated Coochie

Wonders has been seen live at FashionRock, at Crash Mansion and Snapshot at Boys' Room, both in

New York City. What does the future hold for The Animated Coochie Wonders? You'll have to stay tuned

to find out. But be careful, you may experience some swelling.
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